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sunday monday tuesday wednesday thursday friday saturday

Welcome !
crisis and 
international situation ecology gender oppression

Period / struggle / 
strategy / parti

Period / struggle / 
strategy / parti

Period / struggle / 
strategy / parti

secr. 
meeting

9h 
9h30

delegation 
meeting

delegation meeting delegation meeting delegation meeting delegation meeting delegation meeting delegation meeting

international situation 
(chair : Sw) the ecology emergency (F)

gender oppression 
(Swit)

renouwal of social 
resistances (Gr)

How  to change the 
world ? (Ger)

build anticapitalist parti 
to change the world ! : 
F. Sabado

- political situation in 
Europe : resistances 
of the youth and the 
workers (EE)

- after Fukushima : go out 
from nuclear energy, 
solidarity with Japan (B)

- patriarcat and gender 
oppression (P)

- the fight for pensions in 
France (F)

- self-organisation in 
arab revolutions (ee) Forum / educational

- the debt (Gr)

- our energtical answers to 
the ecological crisis 
(renouwable energy, etc.) 
(Dk) - women and crisis (F)

- student movement in 
England (Br)

- our relation to the 
institutions (F, Dk)

- crisis and racism (F)
- ecologist mobilisations in 
italy (it) - LGBTI struggles (it)

- mobilisation against 
precarity in portugal (P)

- which involvement of 
the anticapitalist in 
broader cadre of united 
front (union etc.) ? (Gr)

- against the war 
(libya and elsewhere) 
(Dk)

- antinuclear movement in 
germany (Ger)

- student mouvement in 
italy (it)

- our society project 
(Br)

10h15 
10h30

short break

economical crisis and 
its consequences : L. 
Crémieux (B)

marxsim and ecology : E. 
Vivas (ee)

our strategy for 
women's liberation : 
Penny (Br)

rôle of youth and 
working class in 
revolution (cf : arab 
revolution) : Xavier (F)

the permanent 
revolution today : J. 
Nanga (Dk)

- crisis
- ecological crisis and 
capitalism

- need of autonomous 
mouvement

exemple of arab 
revolutions

11h : interdelegation 
meeting

- consequences on 
imperialism

- anticapitalist ecologist 
strategy

- class struggle 
perspective

- ecosocialism
12h start lunch start lunch start lunch start lunch start lunch start lunch
12h30 lgbti women lgbti/women women lgbti women
13h30

presentation, round of 
countries and general 
discussion

women's assembly in 
forum with simultaneous 
translation gender identity (F)

reapropriating our 
bodies and sexualities 
(it)

interconnexion 
between different 
oppressions and how 
to fight against (F) – 
homonationalism issue 
(it)

balance sheet of the 
space

13h30 – 15h30 ecology 
workshop

- nuclear, how to get out 
and alternative energy (Br)

permanent workshop permanent workshoppossible 
rest

13h30 
14h30

permanent 
workshop

permanent workshop permanent workshop permanent workshop

9h30 
10h15

forum

10h30 
12h00

educ.

lunch
midday 
space
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sunday monday tuesday wednesday thursday friday saturday

Welcome !
crisis and 
international situation ecology gender oppression

Period / struggle / 
strategy / parti

Period / struggle / 
strategy / parti

Period / struggle / 
strategy / parti

crisis and 
international 
workshops

- climate change for 
downies (Dk)

Feminism and LGBT 
workshops

social struggles 
workshops strategy workshop parti workshop

- migrations flux (it, 
gr, ee) - climate refugies (Ph)

- How women's entry 
into the labour market 
is used to impose part-
time, casualisation, etc. 
(it) - philippines (Ph)

- marxsim and national 
question (ee)

- marxism and 
anarchism (Gr)

- french imperialism in 
Africa (Mali or F)

- ecological crisis : green 
capitalism vs ecosocialism 
(F)

- roots of sexual 
oppression, how the 
family organise sexual 
oppression ? (F)

- student unionism, 
different forms of 
structuration (F, it) - the united front (Gr)

- build the 
Anticapitalist 
European Left (Dk)

- NATO, UNO, infiny 
war policy (Br)

- agriculture : how to build 
new developement ? GMO 
and ecolabels (Bel, EE)

- women and LGBTI in 
the arab revolution (Tun 
or Egy or ee)

- youth precarisation and 
new form of struggles 
and organisation (P, Gr) - the State (F)

- revolutionnaries and 
elections, 
revolutionnaries and 
parliamient (Dk, Ger)

- where does racism 
come from ? (F)

- cancun submit, COPs, 
climate change movement 
(Mex, Dk) - queer theory (Dk)

- the political legacy of 
Daniel Bensaïd (F)

- the general strike, its 
news today (example 
in France, EE...) 
(F+EE)

- democratic 
centralism ? (P, ee)

- political situation 
and crisis in belgium 
(B)

- nuclear question and rise 
up of atinuclear movement 
(Ger)

- which rights for LGBTI 
? (EE, Br) - Fumel union (F)

- does russian 
revolution have an 
meaning today ? (Gr)

- discussion and 
balancesheet of 
anticapitalist partis in 
Europe (F, it)

- what is the capitalist 
exploitation ? (marxist 
economy) (F) - shale gas (F)

- history of feminist 
struggles (F, Dk)

- perspectives for 
antiglobalisation 
movement ? WSF of 
dakar (Bel)

- revolutionnary 
strategy in Latin 
America (Ven)

- why build a parti ? 
(F)

- Situation in 
venezuella (Ven or 
ee) - vegetarianism (Ger)

sex, money and power, 
the berlusconi example 
(It)

- the Commune of Paris 
of 1871 (F)

- Tunisie : before, 
during and after the 
revolution (Tun)

- unions and 
revolutionnary parti (F, 
gr)

- the debt, the 
austerity policy, our 
anticapitalist answer 
(B, Gr)

- ecological transitional 
demands and trade unions 
(Dk, Br)

- building a non-
western feminism 
(family, religion, care 
responsabilities in the 
family) (Ind)

- self organisation and 
medias (ee)

- take the power to 
change the world ? (F)

- balancesheet and 
perspective of 
Euromediteranean 
Anticapitalist Meeting 
(F, it)

- balkans (Cr, Gr)

- antisexist awarness 
groups, what they are 
(Ger)

- troskism for beginners 
(Dk)

- situation in Egypt, 
role of workers strikes 
(Egy) - FI history (FI)

- arab revolution, a 
first introduction (Tun 
or Egy) - sexwork (Dk, it) - palestine (Bel, Br)

- class and class 
conscienceness today 
(it)

- youth organisations 
(Dk)

- instrumentalisation 
of femnism in 
increading 
islamophobia, racism, 
law and order (Dk)

- heteronormativity and 
heterosexism (F)

- arts culture and 
revolution (Gr, ee)

- history of the POUM 
and its links to the FI 
(ee)

14h30 
16h30

workshops
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sunday monday tuesday wednesday thursday friday saturday

Welcome !
crisis and 
international situation ecology gender oppression

Period / struggle / 
strategy / parti

Period / struggle / 
strategy / parti

Period / struggle / 
strategy / parti

- different experiences 
of LGBTI movement (P)

interdelegation
15h30 – 18h30 excursion 
(3h) interdelegation

LGBTI educational : 
Peter, Br (Sw) interdelegation lgbti

possibility of movie ? class and gender
balance sheet of the 
space
delegation meeting

women women lgbti women
presentation, round of 
countries and general 
discussion 18h30 : lgbti preparing the party preparing the party feminist strategy (gr)

performance (it) packing/cleaning
19h30 – 20h30 delegation 
meeting (1h) (+camp coord.)

start dinner start dinner start dinner start dinner start dinner start dinner
start dinner 20h30

openning
international solidarity 
(N)

no rally (possibility of 
concert ?) feminism (P) lgbti

plenary session on 
different experiences of 
parti building (RGA or 
P) closing (it)

- french political 
situation (F) philipines

- right to aborption, fight 
in France for IVG 
centres (F)

- lauching the Rome 
Europrides march (it) - RGA or Bloco

- balancesheet of the 
camp (camp coord.)

-international 
situation (crisis, 
arab revolutions) 
(it)  LGO tunisie - Pakistan - G20 in France (F)
- presentation of 
the camp 
(include Fumel) 
(F) égypte - NPA - next camp (?)
- women space 
(Gr) OB
- LGBTI space 
(Sw)

23h00 
02h00

disco
23h-3h women party 23h – 3h LGBTI party

22h00 
22h45

rally

18h00 
19h00

afternoon 
space

19h00 
20h30

delegation 
meeting

Dinner 20h 
21h30

14h30 
16h30

workshops

16h30 
18h

interdelegat
ion meeting


